************************************
************* MAJOR STATE CALENDAR *************
HOUSE BILLS
SECOND READING

HB 14  Goldman / Herrero / Geren / Anchia / Craddick / et al.
Relating to the creation of the Texas Electricity Supply Chain Security and Mapping Committee.

HB 1520  Paddie
Relating to the recovery and securitization of certain extraordinary costs incurred by certain gas utilities; providing authority to issue bonds and impose fees and assessments.

************************************
************* GENERAL STATE CALENDAR *************
HOUSE BILLS
SECOND READING

HB 2896  Bonnen
Relating to the creation and re-creation of funds and accounts, the dedication and readedication of revenue and allocation of accrued interest on dedicated revenue, and the exemption of unappropriated money from use for general governmental purposes.

HB 1510  Metcalf / Moody / Burrows / Paddie / Hefner / et al.
Relating to the response and resilience of certain electricity service providers to major weather-related events or other natural disasters; granting authority to issue bonds.

HB 3648  Geren / Guillen
Relating to the eligibility and designation of certain gas entities and gas facilities as critical during an energy emergency.

HB 1572  Craddick / Harless
Relating to the rental and operation of electric generation equipment.

HB 619  Thompson, Senfronia / Lopez / Button / Talarico / et al.
Relating to developing a strategic plan to support the child-care workforce.

HB 1284  Paddie
Relating to the jurisdiction of the Railroad Commission of Texas over the injection and geologic storage of carbon dioxide.

HB 3807  Hunter
Relating to the use of lifeguards and informational signs to improve safety on public beaches.

HB 2670  Guillen / Johnson, Jarvis / et al.
Relating to the eligibility of social workers for the Homes for Texas Heroes home loan program.

HB 2189  King, Phil / Craddick / Price / King, Ken / Bell, Cecil
Relating to state contracts with and investments in certain companies that boycott energy companies.

HB 2053  Klick
Relating to the licensing and regulation of genetic counselors; requiring an occupational license; authorizing a fee.
HB 2490  Howard / Rose
Relating to the authority of certain minors to consent to Texas Home Visiting Program services.

HB 1578  Landgraf / Vasut / Spiller / et al.
Relating to recovery of attorney’s fees in certain civil cases.

HB 129  González, Mary / Leach / Moody / Capriglione
Relating to digital citizenship instruction in public schools.

HB 1788  Hefner
Relating to immunity from liability of public and private schools and security personnel employed by those schools for certain actions of security personnel.

HB 2374  Sanford / Hull / Noble / et al.
Relating to efficiency audits of the Department of Family and Protective Services.

HB 3788  Holland
Relating to the training and education of appraisal review board members.

HB 2530  Ashby
Relating to the rate of interest on certain tax refunds.

HB 3348  Pacheco / Middleton / Campos / Cortez / Allison / et al.
Relating to the number of baccalaureate degree programs certain public junior colleges may offer.

HB 3801  Metcalf
Relating to desired future conditions for groundwater that are declared unreasonable.

HB 3429  Harris
Relating to inspection requirements for buyer’s temporary tags for vehicles sold to nonresident buyers of certain vehicles.

HB 3619  Bowers
Relating to the criteria considered by groundwater conservation districts before granting or denying a permit.

HB 530  Patterson / White / Hull / Dominguez / et al.
Relating to the applicability to election judges of a prohibition on the carrying of a handgun at a polling place.

HB 1490  Dean / Frank / et al.
Relating to notice of the cash price of certain health care services by certain hospitals.

HB 1403  Johnson, Ann / Metcalf
Relating to the imposition of consecutive sentences for certain offenses arising out of the same criminal episode.

HB 907  Johnson, Julie
Relating to prior authorization for prescription drug benefits related to the treatment of autoimmune diseases.

HB 2450  Vasut / et al.
Relating to antique outboard motors.